
The Hottest Days Of Summer Are Here

The bottle rockets may no longer be soaring, but temperatures are

definitely still on the rise!

July through Mid-August tend to be the hottest time of year for us, so

it is still important for you to take care of your home with a little

extra TLC to get through the peak of summer. That means your roof,

too!

 

Request Service

 

https://www.precisionroofcrafters.com/
https://www.precisionroofcrafters.com/contact-us.php


 

Why Is It Called The Dog Days Of Summer?

Turns out the answers are in the stars! The star system Sirius (also

known as the "Dog Star") rises into clear view around now.

Being one of the brightest stars in the night sky, ancient astronomers

took it as a warning that the hottest parts of the summer were just

around the corner. Aside from heat and drought, the rise of Sirius

also has been associated with sudden thunderstorms, bad luck, and

mad dogs.

So if Fido won't sit, stay, or roll over - you can blame it on Sirius!

Hot Summer Home Care Needs



Even with all the fun times that come with summer, you can't neglect

your routine home care and property maintenance needs. Luckily,

with a few simple tips, you can make sure your roof will be ready to

protect you through even the hottest days.

Inspections After Extreme Weather - With hotter, wetter

summers means more chances for the elements to wear away

at your roof. A roof inspection is a low-cost, high-reward

opportunity to remedy small problems before they become

major repairs or early roof replacements. 

Gutters Need Attention Too - Incorrectly installed or weather

worn gutters can leak and otherwise fail. We can help to assess

your current roofing structure in entirety, including your gutters.

 

Precision Roof Crafters is here for all of your roofing system

needs. Contact us online or call us at (713) 799-8555.

 

Request Service
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